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1. ABSTRACT
The Turbulence and Aerosol Research Dynamic Interrogation System (TARDIS) is a uniquely configured Rayleigh
beacon system that is capable of producing a three dimensional volumetric measurement of atmospheric turbulence.
The TARDIS produced measurements contribute to a body of research supporting characterization of turbulent
atmospheres, mitigation techniques, and electro-optic sensing modalities. TARDIS uses custom integrated
commercial off-the-self hardware applied to a sub-meter class telescope system in a humid, continental environment
which is representative of a threat-like environment where the Air Force may likely be operating. End goals of the
research support the Air Force mission of electro-optic sensing for space situational awareness. Testing of the
TARDIS system included lab based component checkout, system integration, and operation research usability.
Results from these three testing phases provided a baseline for the performance of the TARDIS system and its ability
to accurately produce profiled measurements of atmospheric turbulence. This paper will describe the unique
configuration of the TARDIS system, capability to produce tailored profiled volumetric measurements of atmospheric
turbulence strength, and testing results of the system that quantify the system’s measurement accuracy and
uncertainties involved.
2. INTRODUCTION
The Turbulence and Aerosol Research Dynamic Interrogation System (TARDIS) is a system that was specifically
designed to capture a three dimensional profile of the atmospheric turbulence along the viewing path of a telescope
system.[1] TARDIS employs a direct wavefront sensing system that measures zonal wavefront slopes in the optical
pupil. Each independent zone is configured such that the dominate error in each sub-region is the average wavefront
tilt.[2] The collective of measured tilts in each zone make up the overall wavefront along the viewing path between
the star or beacon source and sensor. What make TARDIS unique is that the range gate timing is configured such that
the sensed turbulent volume is changed rapidly over time periods where the atmosphere is considered still as described
by Taylor’s hypothesis for frozen turbulence. [3] These measurements then can be directly differenced from one
another to produce measurements of atmospheric turbulence strength corresponding to specific ranges along the
viewing path.
3. MOTAVATION AND SCIENTIFIC GOALS
This research project is motivated by the need to gain a better understanding of the profiled atmospheric turbulence
strength along the viewing path. Air Force Space Situational Awareness (SSA) missions may have a future need to
operate in less than ideal environments where atmospheric turbulence becomes a key mechanism for performance
degradation. Gaining insight into the profile of turbulence strength and coming up with rapid ways for directly
measuring it will have the benefit of reducing system performance degradation in either real time image correction
schemas or post processing image enhancement algorithm employment. Environmental measurements produced by
the TARDIS system will aid in this understanding and are one method for obtaining a direct measurement of
atmospheric turbulence strength.
Initial goals for the TARDIS project that took place over the past year were to finalize laboratory testing, integrate the
laboratory based system onto a research quality telescope and baseline test the system. This paper will describe the
TARDIS sensor subsystem analysis, integration of TARDIS onto a telescope, system calibration and alignment, and
first light data collects. For the coming years, the plans for TARDIS are to collect data to build a climatology of
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turbulence data under a broad spectrum of conditions and support collaborative test involving targeted atmospheric
region studies, system comparisons, and novel concepts for data analysis exploitation.
4. TARDIS BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
TARDIS is a Rayleigh beacon system that is uniquely configured such that the range to the beacon in the atmosphere
can be dynamically changed rapidly. This enables direct measurements of the profile of atmospheric turbulence within
predefined specific regions of the atmosphere as dictated by the research needs and configuration setup by the
researcher. TARDIS is comprised of five main sub-systems which include: the telescope, the laser system, the beam
launch system, the sensor system, and the control system that ties everything together. These are described in detail
in [1].
TARDIS uses a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWFS) to obtain measurements from the Rayleigh beacon. The
SHWFS is a 20 by 20 array or lenslets that are mapped to the telescopes pupil plane. This allows for a division of the
collection aperture into regions where the dominate contribution to wavefront errors is tilt induced by the atmosphere.
The tilt measurements are saved and recoded by the system. There are two methods under investigation to produce
profiled atmospheric turbulence regions. First is to utilize the tilt measurements on an individual basis and convert to
integrated volume measurement of the Fried parameter. Then operating under Taylor’s frozen flow hypothesis,
subtract appropriate regions form each other to deduce specific region contributions to the turbulence strength which
can be fit to show profiled, range specific effects. This is quantified as the refractive index structure parameter Cn2.
Further explanation of this method is described in [1]. The second method is similar, but operates directly on the
measured atmospheric tilts. Differential measurements are quantified at this phase also under Tailor’s frozen flow
hypothesis and then converted into a measure of Cn2.
5. TARDIS SYSTEM INTEGRATION
System integration was a challenge for this program as all the subsystems were mounted on a quad axis telescope that
had no coude path. This meant the entire sensing and range gating systems had to fit in a small space on the back of
the telescope’s primary mirror which was a 24” diameter cylinder that had 12” of depth. Additionally, the added
weight of the subsystems created a strain on the telescope which caused a small amount of sag between the primary
and secondary mirrors. This had to be mechanically modeled and corrected for in order to maintain focused returned
light from the beacon. Keeping the outgoing and returning light precisely aligned to the optical axis of the system is
key for the system to function. The complete integrated TARDIS is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Integrated TARDIS on the quad axis telescope system.
6. TARDIS CALIBRATION
The most challenging and critically important process was the sensor and beam alignment. Without proper alignment
to the optical axis the system cannot function. For initial rough alignment a precisely mounted laser that traveled
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through two mechanically mounted pinholes was used. Next sky alignment against a natural guide star was performed
to get the fine far field system alignments. Then with the laser turned on while still pointing at the natural guide star,
the outgoing laser light was adjusted until overlap occurred. Finally, by moving the telescope’s pointing direction
off the natural star, only laser light was observed. This process was optimized until a full image of the pupil plane
was observed in the SHWFS camera.
Calibration of the timing and triggering system was done using an oscilloscope. This allowed for monitoring of the
command signals and ensured all necessary sub-systems were communicating in the proper order and with the
necessary delays as designed. This was a key calibration as it is a fundamental concept that allows for measurement
of path resolved turbulence. Understanding the electronic delays intrinsic to the system help reduce uncertainty in
the measurements when mapping the delay timing to volumetric sections of the optical propagation path in the
atmosphere. Additionally, it was critically important to ensure the Pockels cell gate and the camera gate were synched
such that as the laser pulse left beam launch system and entered the atmosphere both systems were blocking returned
laser light. Scattered light from right in front of the telescope is strongest and can corrupt measured data. Then at the
predefined timing gate both the camera and Pockels cell shutter open to allow light to pass. The camera serves as a
wide timing gate and the Pockels cell shutter creates a narrow gate at the range of interest.
To get from measured data to wavefront tilts and consequently reconstruct the measured waveform a calibration of
the sensor data was needed. This was done in two ways. First, prior to any planned collection, data from a flat
wavefront is captured by the camera. This provides the central pixel location in which to calculate the deviated spot
due to zonal tilts. As a second check, at the end of the night the average spot is calculated from all the images and a
centroid for each sub-region is determined. This centroid spot should also lie on top of the flat wavefront spot location
determined prior to measurements. An example of a flat calibration wavefront is shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Example of sensor calibration image
7. FIRST LIGHT AND INITIAL TESTING
First light of the TARDIS system occurred in April 2018 and a long exposure image from that event is shown in figure
3. The first light event consisted of checking out the research system and verifying all alignments needed in order to
make a measurement. This event concluded with returned laser light on the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. Since
first light, there has been extensive testing of the system to include multiple opto-mechanical modifications. These
modifications primarily had to do with stabilization of the components and alignment repeatability. Both are critical
in order to get to a point where measurements become routine.
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Fig. 3. TARDIS laser in operation (U.S. Air Force photo: Dan LeMaster and Bryan Ripple)
8. EARLY RESULTS DISCUSSION
First data collects from TARDIS identified multiple highly sensitive design adjustments. These include low altitude
light blocking assurance, timing uncertainty reduction, sensor spot focus, and reproducibility of calibration. Initially
low altitude light scattered from directly in front of the telescope saturated all return signal. This would create a dull
saturated glow of green laser light on the sensor which was stronger in magnitude that the returning scattered light
from the desired region of the atmosphere. To overcome this precision control of the timing and shutters was needed.
If the camera was open while the laser light was first launched from the telescope, even with a 100,000 to 1 blocking
filter in front, the camera would see laser light which would corrupt the collected data. During the process to
understand and overcome this challenge the range gate timing was analyzed which had the added benefit precisely
measuring all delays in the system. This resulted in reduced uncertainty in the collected path resolved measurements.
Maintaining focus of the sensor system also had to be analyzed. When focus is not achieved the spot produced on the
camera array would enlarge. This leads to two negative effects. First, as the spot grows the light on each individual
pixel is reduced. This effectively will reduce the maximum range that light will be detectable. Second, uncertainty is
introduce in centroiding the spot. This results in larger uncertainties in measuring the wavefront tilt in each region
and ultimately degrades the measurements. For these reasons, focus on the Shack-Hartmann array had to be monitored
and fixed such that as the beacon range changed the effects were minimized. Lastly, throughout testing more precise,
stable, and repeatable opto-mechanical components were exchanged within the system in order to reduce operator
time during collections and calibrations. When transitioning TARDIS from the lab research environment to an
experimental platform exposed to four axes of movement, system vibration, and environmental changes it was
discovered that attachment components that had higher reliability or adjustment compensation were required. The
end result was a system that was easily calibrated in a timely manner which also maintained a high degree of
repeatability from one day to the next.
9. CONCLUSION
TARDIS is currently in a state where all integration activities have completed. However, full system testing is still
taking place. Overall, the system integration, calibration, and early testing of the system have proven to be a successful
step for the program. Additionally, these activities shined light on key issues that have recently been resolved. Next
steps for TARDIS include a collection campaign where path resolved atmospheric turbulence measurements will be
taken. This will focus on key identified regions within the atmosphere where turbulence effects are strong and where
current models have identified gaps in turbulence strength accuracy. Additionally all measurements during this data
collection campaign will be analyzed looking for spatial-temporal correlations that could be exploited for
improvement of path resolving turbulence models that incorporate multi-phenomenology inputs.
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